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• Born and raised in Israel. NYC based

• MPP 2012, PAE in policing and social media

• 6 years at NYPD, started the social media program, opened & 
oversaw 200 accounts, trained hundreds of officers, managed 
team, wrote policies

• Social media consultant for public sector and law 
enforcement, helping agencies tell their stories

ABOUT MEABOUT ME



Agenda

The landscape

The case for public service and social

Best practices – Cliff Notes

How not to mess up (too much)

Questions?



What’s your level of knowledge?

Noob - I’m not sure what Twitter is and at this point I’m too afraid to ask

Lurker - I can find my way around but not entirely comfortable

Savvy - I use social media fairly regularly in my personal or professional life

Influencer - I talk GameStop stonks all day on r/wallstreetbets



What is Social Media?



By the numbers

3.8 billion 
social media 
users worldwide

3.8B 8 out of 10 
Americans are 
on social media

67% of Americans 
get their news on 
social media

67%

8/10

– 147,000 photos uploaded to Facebook 
– 350,000 tweets are sent
– 347,222 “stories” posted to Instagram
– 500 hours of video uploaded to Youtube

What happens in a social media minute?



Ok, Really… What is Social Media?



What is it doing to us?

Social media 
elevates what 
excites us 

Social media 
waits for no one

Social media is 
selective and 
creates filter 
bubbles that 
polarize us

Social media 
is highly 
flammable 



10% of Twitter users create 80% of the content

Both Democrats & Republicans imagine that almost twice as many people on the 
other side hold extreme views than really do

…But it’s the closest thing we have to it

Social media is not a public square…



Who’s responsible?

Concerns about hate speech and speech suppression
Concerns about data and privacy
Concerns about foreign influence

Section 230 says that "No provider or user 
of an interactive computer service shall 
be treated as the publisher or speaker of 
any information provided by another 
information content provider"



Why is it critical for public service?

Crisis of trust in our institutions

“The more data you get, the less you know what’s going on. And the more you 
know, the less you trust, as the gap between reality and the authorities’ claims of 
competence becomes impossible to ignore.”
-Martin Gurri, The Revolt of the Public

“We are now free to see our leaders as the 
flawed human beings they always have been, 

and we are not amused”



Why is it critical for public service?

Innovation is not our strong suit

The private sector is setting a high standard

If you’re not telling your story, someone else is



The good news

 You don’t need money

 You don’t need to be good 
with computers

 What do you need?

 Commitment

 A strategy 

 Transparency

 Buy-in



The World’s Most-Used Social Platforms
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The latest global active user figures (in Millions) for a selection of the world's top social media platforms

Sources: Kepios analysis (Jan 2021), based on data published in: (1) Company statements and earnings announcements; (2) Platforms' self-service ad tools.
*Notes: Platforms identified by (*) Have not published updated user numbers in the past 12 months, so figures will be less reliable (**) Figure for Douyin uses the reported daily active user figure, so monthly active user figure is likely higher.



Where do I start?

Where is your audience and what can you sustain?

The largest platform, most common and most communal

Where news and politics live

Visual story telling, younger crowd, slightly “safer”



Best Practices

Mobile is everything Always be scrolling



Humanize

Show the 
people behind the 

organization

Talk like a 
human 

Tell a 
story



Find your voice



Inform



Be Responsive



The Guard Rails

Two-factor authentication

Double and triple check

Read after hitting send

Beware of scheduling and cross-posting

Beware of third party apps

Don’t try too hard

HOW DO YOU DO, FELLOW KIDS?
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www.yaelbartur.com



Responsiveness
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